International Symposium on Architecture and Building Culture Education for Young People
from 22 to 23 October 2021
in the context of Biennale Sessions, special Programme for Higher Education Institutions at La Biennale
di Venezia’s 17th International Architecture Exhibition 2021

TOGETHER WHAT ELSE!
Added value through participation and mediation

For the fifth time in a row, get involved V is offering an international platform for the mediation of
building culture for young people within the framework of the Venice Architecture Biennale, where
current themes relevant to building culture and development potential are discussed and worked on
in theoretical and practical exchange.

For more than 15 years, international teams have been working in the field of building culture
education; through project implementation, research and networking, they have built up an oeuvre
in the field of raising awareness of the built environment that is beginning to bear fruit.

TOGETHER WHAT ELSE aims to make people aware that building culture is not singular, but the result
of a plural interaction between users, planners and political decision-makers.

The international symposium is specifically dedicated to the question of what prerequisites are
needed to successfully mediate building culture for young people AND how the corresponding basic
structure can be built up and established for a sustainably effective development environment.

The two-day symposium includes lectures on the fields of action knowledge/school,
experience/experts and politics/municipalities, discusses best practice examples and offers two
practical workshops on participation, co-creation and digital mediation methods.

get involved V is aimed at the professional groups of architecture, structural planning, spatial
planning, cultural education, landscape planning, pedagogy, youth work, research and science and at
political decision-makers in connection with building culture education.
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